Natural killer cell repertoires are functionally diversified as a result of differentiation, homeostatic 17 
Introduction 37
Natural killer (NK) cells are innate lymphocytes that play a vital role in the immune response 38 through their ability to directly kill transformed and virus infected cells, and by orchestrating the 39 early phase of the adaptive immune response 1 higher cytotoxic potential coordinated through receptor-mediated input 2,10 . However, this is an 47 oversimplified view of the NK cell repertoire. Mass cytometry profiling of NK cell repertoires at 48 the single cell level has revealed an extensive phenotypic diversity comprising up to 100,000 49 unique subsets in healthy individuals 11 . Much of this diversity is based on combinatorial expression 50 of stochastically expressed germline encoded activating and inhibitory receptors that bind to MHC 51 and tune NK cell function in a process termed NK cell education 10, 12 . Another layer of diversity 52 reflects the continuous differentiation through several well-defined intermediate phenotypes 13 from 53 the naïve CD56 bright NK cells to the terminally differentiated, adaptive NKG2C + CD57 + CD56 dim 54 NK cells, associated with past infection by cytomegalovirus (CMV) 14 . Given the increasing interest 55 to harness the cytolytic potential of NK cells in cell therapy against cancer, it is of fundamental 56 importance to understand the molecular programs and regulatory gene circuits that drive NK cell 57 differentiation and underlie the functional diversification of the human NK cell repertoire. 58
Mouse studies identified important roles for T-bet and Eomes in the differentiation from 59
immature CD27 + CD11b -to mature CD27 -CD11b + NK cells, but did not delineate the exact 60 4 intracellular signaling pathways mediating these effects 15, 16 . In an attempt to characterize NK cell 61 heterogeneity within peripheral blood and organs using single-cell RNA sequencing (scRNA-seq), 62
Crinier et al., identified organ-specific signatures with four populations of human spleen NK cells 63 with gene signatures along a continuum confined by the traditional CD56 bright and CD56 dim NK cell 64 subdivision 17 . Remarkably however, only two major transcriptional subsets were found in blood-65 derived NK cells in both species. Through the use of bulk RNA and ChIP sequencing in human 66
NK cells, a TCF1-LEF-MYC axis was identified in CD56
bright NK cells compared to CD56 dim NK 67 cells where PRDM1 played a central role 18 . Furthermore, the CMV-driven adaptive NK cell 68 responses are associated with epigenetic modifications, ultimately reflected in CD8 T cell like 69 transcriptional profiles [19] [20] [21] . These gene regulatory programs underlying the CD56 bright versus 70
CD56
dim NK cell phenotypic classification, provide a transcriptional basis for diverse functional 71 roles and localization of these subsets. However, it remains to be resolved how these major NK 72 cell subsets are related to other phenotypically defined stages of NK cell differentiation. 73
Phenotypically, NK cells are defined using a limited number of markers, but the true heterogeneity 74 of this population at the transcriptional level is unknown. Furthermore it remains to be examined 75 if NK cell differentiation at the transcriptional level is a linear process and if so, what transcriptional 76 checkpoints this may entail. 77
Here we used scRNA-seq and a combination of new bioinformatics tools to specifically 78 address the developmental relationship between distinct NK cell subsets and to map the gene 79 programs associated with transitions through discrete stages of differentiation. By sequencing 80 equal number of cells derived from five phenotypically well-defined human NK cell subsets, our 81 data unraveled a tightly coordinated differentiation process passing through a number of 82 
NKG2A
-KIR + ) were closer together in transcriptional space ( Figure 1A) . Figure 1A, 2, 3 ). In total, 26,506 103 cells were sequenced. Single cell transcriptional data from an equal number of sequenced cells 104 from each sample was pooled and merged in one single donor-specific t-SNE plot to examine the 105 relationship between phenotypically defined NK cell subsets across distinct stages of 106 differentiation (Supplemental Figure 1B) . Because of the sorting strategy we were able to study 107 the rare CD56 bright NK cells and their relationship to CD56 dim NK cells in greater detail. 108
Importantly, despite the use of a limited set of markers to define the five sorted subsets, they 109 provided a complete representation of the total bulk NK cell signature as no bulk-specific cell 110 cluster was identified (Supplemental Figure 1B) . 111 7 t-SNE analysis revealed two transcriptionally unique islands connected through a narrow 112 bridge region ( Figure 1B, Supplemental Figure 4A ). Although the sorted NK cell subsets could 113 be ordered from left to right along the previously defined maturation scheme 22 , their transcriptomes 114 were highly overlapping with exception of the most naïve CD56 bright and most mature adaptive 115
CD56
dim NK cell subsets. Unbiased clustering by PhenoGraph revealed two clusters in the 116
bright NK cell subset and two clusters in the conventional CD56 dim NK cell subset ( Figure 1B,  117 Supplemental Figure 4A ). In the first donor, adaptive NK cells represented a fifth cluster as 118 defined by PhenoGraph that was not found in donor 2, lacking the adaptive NK cell subset. 119
Validation of the PhenoGraph algorithm using k-means clustering yielded similar results 120 (Supplemental Figure 1C) . In agreement with previous data in bulk RNA-seq 23 , NK cells 121 expressing self and non-self KIR exhibited a high degree of transcriptional overlap and together 122 made up a significant portion of cluster 3 and 4 (Supplemental Figure 1D) . Sorted 123
NKG2A
+ CD56 dim NK cells exhibited high transcriptional variation and could be identified in all 124
PhenoGraph-defined clusters (Supplemental Figure 1D) . Representation of the expression of 125 canonical differentiation markers, including NCAM (CD56), KLRC2 (NKG2C), SELL (CD62L), 126 CD7 and FCGR3A (CD16) across the t-SNE map corroborated the gradual transitioning from naïve 127 to more mature NK cells with progression from cluster 1 through 5 ( Figure 1C) . 128
To identify the gene signatures defining the five transcriptional clusters, we performed 129 differential gene expression analysis between clusters defining unique steps of NK cell 130 differentiation ( Figure 1D-E) . The most distal CD56 bright cell population, confined within cluster 131 1 were more transcriptionally diverse compared to cluster 2 cells and significantly increased genes reprogramming during terminal NK cell differentiation 18, 19 . 150
Thus, analysis of scRNA-seq data from sorted NK cell subsets identified unique 151 transcriptional clusters, which only partially overlapped with phenotypic subsets. Notably, we 152 identified two transcriptionally-defined differentiation stages within the CD56 bright population and 153 a unique cluster within the conventional CD56 dim population with a gene expression profile 154
suggestive of an activated cell state. 155
156

Continuous and coordinated transcriptional changes in pseudotime 157
Bulk RNA-seq of the two main NK cell populations has identified unique and evolutionary 158 conserved regulatory programs driven by TCF1-MYC (CD56 bright ) and PRDM1-ZEB2-MAF 159 9 (CD56 dim ) 18 . Plotting these regulatory genes on the transcriptional map, generated by merging 160 single-cell transcriptional signatures of distinct NK cell subsets, suggested that the TCF-MYC axis 161 is gradually replaced by the PRDM1-ZEB2-MAF-driven effector program (Figure 2A) . Hence, we 162 hypothesised that these genes may be used to probe directionality and temporal relationships in the 163 
Transcriptional checkpoints and gene-expression trends during early NK cell differentiation 191
To establish a transcriptional timeline of NK cell differentiation, we implemented pseudotime 192 (Palantir) analysis, providing an unbiased approach to model trajectories of differentiating cells 25 . Figure 3C ). Distinct checkpoints (blue, green, red line) with low gene 216 expression diversity were identified in all gene trends at the same timepoints, indicative of 217 differentiation checkpoints ( Figure 3C) . In addition to low gene expression diversity, these 218 transcriptional checkpoints identified the timepoints where the gene expression changed 219 directionality. When mapped back to the t-SNE plot, the checkpoints were located at the tip of the 220
CD56
bright island (blue), prior to the transition between cluster 1 and 2 (green) and at the transition 221 into the adaptive population (red) (Figure 3D ). Hence major transcriptional changes are occurring 222 early after entering the NK cell lineage, during differentiation within the CD56 bright NK population 223 and upon transitioning into the adaptive stage. Importantly, the checkpoint within the bright 224 population already occurs in the latter half of pseudotime, again highlighting that a dominating part 225 of transcriptional changes occur within the CD56 bright population (Figure 3C) . 226
Gene set enrichment analysis (GSEA) was utilized to characterize the main transcriptional 227 programs associated with each global gene trend ( Figure 3E in gene expression, genes involved in lysosomal biogenesis and effector function largely followed 270 dim trend 3, which increases with differentiation and thereby provide a template for further 271 functional tuning during NK cell education. We performed factor analysis on genes involved in 272 lysosomal biogenesis and projected these onto the temporal transcriptional map of human NK cell 273 differentiation ( Figure 4C ). Factor analysis revealed lowest expression in cluster 1, whereas the 274 CD56 dim clusters (cluster 3-5) exhibited the highest expression. Next, we zoomed in on individual 275 genes contained within the factor analysis which are important vesicular components and involved 276 in their regulation and biogenesis (BLOC complex) ( Figure 4D) . The IL-15 inducible genes PRF1 277 (perforin), GZMA (granzyme A), and GZMB (granzyme B) were highly expressed in cluster 3, in 278 14 line with higher IL15RA and IL2RG expression in this cluster ( Figure 1E) . GZMA, GZMB and 279 GZMH (granzyme H) were also highly expressed within cluster 5. SRGN (serglycin) and GZMK 280 (granzyme K) exhibited a reverse gene expression pattern, being highly expressed within cluster 1 281 and 2. The Rab proteins (RAB4A, RAB4B, RAB27A) play a role in vesicular and protein trafficking 282 as well as granule exocytosis, maturation and docking at the immune synapse. These genes 283 exhibited higher expression within the CD56 dim island, with some outliers within cluster 1 also 284 exhibiting higher expression. VAMP7 and STX7 are important for cytotoxic granule exocytosis in 285 NK cells and were highly expressed within cluster 1 and 3, again in line with increased IL-15 286 signaling in these cells. Lysosomal exocytosis is regulated through calcium signaling and at the 287 transcriptional level by TFEB, which is further regulated through phosphorylation 26 expression levels in response to cytokine stimulation 43, 44 . High GZMB expression in this early 375
bright precursor state could be due to high cytokine responsiveness, as these cells also 376 expressed high amounts of IL2RB and IL2RG. NK cell development is also dependent on cytokine 377 priming, whereby IL2RB and IL15RA knockout mice were deficient of NK cells 45, 46 . To be able to 378 eliminate false-negatives (drop-outs) in our dataset, a result of technical limitations of scRNA-seq 379 combined with low RNA content in resting NK cells, we implemented MAGIC to help visualize 380 gene expression across the t-SNE map. Notably, MAGIC was not used for any other downstream 381 analysis, effectively avoiding the generation of false positives which can be introduced by such 382 imputation tools 47 . 383
The second transcriptional checkpoint was less defined in terms of standard deviation but 384 coincided with a change in gene expression within the trends analyzed. This correlated with 385 transitioning between cluster 1 and 2 within the CD56 bright NK cell population and was 386 characterized by a decrease in KLRB1 (CD161), KLRD1 (CD94), IL15RA (CD215), IL2RB 387 The gene trends were clustered using the PhenoGraph algorithm and confirmed using k-means 513 clustering, whereby the number of clusters identified by PhenoGraph was utilized as the k input 514 parameter 59 . For differential gene expression (DEG) analysis, the SCDE package implementing the 515 Bayesian approach, was utilized 60 . SCDE is optimized to deal with the single cell specific challenge 516 of dropouts. A log-fold change of > 2 and adjusted p-value > 0.05 were deemed significant. Gene 517 over-expression analysis (Gene Ontology, PANTHER) was used downstream of the gene trend 518 clustering and DEG analysis to identify significant differences in biological pathways. 519 520 RNA velocity of scRNA-seq data 521
RNA velocity was run directly on the output created by Cell Ranger, containing the count matrix 522 and the abundance of spliced and unspliced versions of each transcript 24 . Using the velocyto Python 523 25 library, the velocity vectors and locally average vector fields were calculated, which were the 524 projected onto the same t-SNE or UMAP embedding that was used for visualizing other analysis. 525
526
Factor analysis of scRNA-seq data 527
Factor analysis was utilized to obtain a single metric for a set of genes. The gene lists for specific 528 biological functions were obtained from Gene Ontology terms and the f-scLVM method in the 529
Python package slalom was then used for the factor analysis 61 . 530 531
Data sharing statement 532
All sequencing data (bulk and sc) will be deposited at NCBI GEO depository and will be 533 accessible with an accession number GEO: X or using the link 534 https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/geo/query/X. 
Code availability 545
Custom code utilized for analysis is available on the GitHub repository, 546 https://github.com/hernet/SingleFlow. 547
